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INTRODUCTION

Recent applications of two financial technology (FinTech) firms, Square and SoFi,1 for industrial bank (also known as industrial loan company or ILC) charters rekindled the decennial debate on these types of institutions. The ILC charter is the only active state bank charter that allows an enterprise to control a deposit-taking institution while also not

---

1. While SoFi has withdrawn its application due to change in management shortly after the initial application with the FDIC, the company has announced that it has not given up its plans for an ILC charter. Mike Breslin, SoFi Withdraws U.S. Banking Application, LEXOLOGY (Oct. 16, 2017), https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=774d36ce-bb23-44e7-8a5b-a733d5d0074e [https://perma.cc/2CNT-EB27].
being subject to the Bank Holding Company Act’s (BHCA)\(^2\) limitations on the parent companies’ commercial activities. Opponents of ILCs have long claimed that these institutions undermine the established policy of separation of commerce and banking. According to these critiques, industrial banks exacerbate systemic risk by extension of federal subsidies to commercial firms without the consolidated supervision of the Board of Directors of the Federal Reserve System (Board or Federal Reserve) and create conflicts of interest.

FinTech companies utilize the developments in information technologies to create efficiencies in underutilized segments of the financial industry (for example, student loan refinancing) or they deploy novel systems, such as distributed ledger or blockchain, to implement elaborate solutions to minimize counterparty risk in transactions.\(^3\) Nearly all FinTech firms are operating under state supervision using money transmitter, money lender, or similar licenses. Until recently, the resurgence and profitability of FinTech firms were attributed to the regulatory arbitrage these firms employ by state licenses instead of seeking to operate as a fully-regulated chartered bank. However, recent developments indicate that some players in the FinTech industry, including supervisory authorities, believe these licenses are not adequate for the flourishing of the industry. Thus, some firms are seeking national\(^4\) or state bank charters.

This Note focuses on the controversy surrounding the extension of the federal safety net to FinTech firms through ILC charters. The three components of the federal safety net—federal deposit insurance, payment systems, and discount window—are viewed as federal subsidies that are granted to the depository institutions in order to maintain the safety and soundness of their banking activities. Some commentators claim that if ILC charters are granted to FinTech firms that participate in non-banking

---

3. Examinining the Fintech Landscape: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Banking, Hous., & Urban Affairs, 115th Cong. 66 (2017) [hearinafter 115th Cong. Hearing] (prepared statement of Frank Pasquale, Professor of Law, University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law).
activities, then the commercial parent companies may benefit from the subsidies designated solely for the banking system. Extending the safety net to these institutions might give the commercial parent company access to cheap loans, thereby giving an unfair advantage over their non-bank-owning competitors. Further, it may induce risk-taking behavior on the part of these firms, increase bank failures, and could result in a catastrophic contagion that affects the entire financial system.

This Note argues that the federal safety net does not actually extend to the commercial ventures of industrial banks in most instances due to the firewall provisions in Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act (FRA). Furthermore, in the current economic context, some aspects of the federal safety net might not function as a real subsidy. Nevertheless, the industrial bank charter is not the only option for the FinTech firms that seek to engage in the business of banking. This Note proposes two alternatives, namely credit card banks and state bank subsidiaries, for the firms that would like to continue their non-bank activities. Particularly, engaging in these novel financial activities through bank subsidiaries could eliminate some of the persistent moral hazard problems that the commercial ownership of banks might entail. In some circumstances, these alternatives could be preferable for sustaining the development of the FinTech industry as well as maintaining a safe and sound banking system.

Part I of this Note discusses the current regulatory framework for FinTech operations, the ILC charter, developments in industrial bank applications, and the reasoning behind FinTech applications for federal insurance and bank charters. Part II of this Note considers how the separation of banking and commerce relates to the federal safety net, and the legal framework to contain the risk stemming from extending the federal subsidies to commercial firms. Part III of this Note proposes two alternatives—credit card banks and state bank financial subsidiaries—for the FinTech firms that might want to engage in the business of banking beyond the industrial bank model. Potential federal safety net leakage issues pertaining to these alternatives are analyzed and differentiated from the moral hazard problems surrounding industrial loan companies.

I. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR FINTECH AND INDUSTRIAL BANKS

A. OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT FINTECH REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

FinTech does not have a strict definition. While originally used to define firms that provided back-office services for banks, today the definition of FinTech encompasses nearly all enterprises that implement developments in information technologies to provide financial services. The FinTech firms that applied for industrial bank charters, SoFi and Square, belong to the two most significant FinTech subsectors: marketplace lenders and payment systems providers. Marketplace lenders rely on unique data collection, analytics, and algorithms to underwrite consumer or small business loans. Payment systems providers enable customers to make payments to vendors or other customers using mobile applications. Marketplace lenders and payment systems may also utilize distributed ledger systems or other novel technologies to conduct their operations. There are many more emerging fields and new financial products—such as robo-bankers, Insurtech, and RegTech—that are expected to disrupt established industries in the near future. In fact, industry and regulator usage of the terminology is broad enough to


9. Id. at 55–56.


include many established technology firms\textsuperscript{12} and partnerships with traditional banks\textsuperscript{13} in this field.

While the technologies might be new, the underlying transactions are not. Many FinTech firms operate under state licenses to transmit money or to grant loans in the states where they conduct business.\textsuperscript{14} While a small minority of these firms are seeking bank charters, currently no FinTech companies have obtained state or national banking licenses that would enable them to take deposits.\textsuperscript{15} If FinTech firms decide to own banks, under the dual banking regime,\textsuperscript{16} they have a range of options from state banks supervised by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the state regulators to national banks regulated by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). Still, most of these firms target specific segments of consumers or provide specific financial products and may not have the desire to become fully-fledged depository institutions. Furthermore, any bank charter requires compliance with regulations that range from restrictions on products, services, number and location of offices, and interest paid on deposits, as well as, requirements regarding minimum capital and reporting of the financial condition and nondiscriminatory activities.\textsuperscript{17} These costs associated with owning a bank might have dissuaded many FinTech firms in the past.

Engaging in lending or money transmitting activities with state licenses has its own disadvantages for the FinTech industry. Some marketplace lenders have ongoing deals with banks to provide loans to small businesses or consumers. These firms, rather than relying on deposit-taking for capital accumulation, fund loans by securitizing or

\textsuperscript{12} See, e.g., \textsc{PayPal}, supra note 7, at 10–11.


\textsuperscript{14} See id. at 19 (statement of Frank Pasquale, Professor of Law, University of Maryland Frances King Carey School of Law).

\textsuperscript{15} As of this Note’s publication, the author could not find any FinTech companies that have obtained state or national banking licenses.


\textsuperscript{17} Christian Johnson & George G. Kaufman, \textit{When a Bank Is Not a Bank: The Case of Industrial Loan Companies}, in \textsc{Financial Institutions and Markets} 1, 4 (Robert R. Bliss & George G. Kaufmann eds., 2008).
selling loans to institutions or individuals.\footnote{18}{Brian Knight, \textit{Federalism and Fintech}, in \textit{Prosperity Unleashed} 335, 336 (2017) https://www.heritage.org/sites/default/files/2017-02/22_ProsperityUnleashed_Chapter22.pdf [https://perma.cc/P9PT-YM2W].} Square Capital, LLC, Square’s subsidiary,\footnote{19}{Square, Inc., Registration Statement (Form S-1) 3–7 (Oct. 14, 2015).} through its deal with a Utah ILC, brokers loans to small businesses.\footnote{20}{Square, Inc., Quarterly Report (Form 10-Q) (Nov. 8, 2017).} In this business model, “a bank makes loans and then sells and assigns such loans to a non-bank entity that is engaged in assisting with the origination and servicing of the loan.”\footnote{21}{Id.} While this practice has been successful for a while, there is uncertainty regarding the future of these arrangements. For example, the Second Circuit has found that state usury laws are not preempted when a bank assigns a credit agreement to non-bank third-parties for collection.\footnote{22}{Madden v. Midland Funding, LLC, 786 F.3d 246, 247 (2d Cir. 2015).} This threatens the marketplace lender model, because the marketplace lender may have to charge an interest rate lower than what was previously agreed upon when the loan was assigned to the lender by the originator bank.\footnote{23}{Square, Inc., Quarterly Report (Form 10-Q) (Nov. 8, 2017).}

Varying licensing practices across states and the requirement of obtaining a separate license in each jurisdiction is also a hurdle these firms must overcome.\footnote{24}{E.g., PayPal State Licenses, \textit{PAYPAL}, https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/mpp/licenses [https://perma.cc/8RCM-GXF2] (last visited Mar. 1, 2018) (listing PayPal’s money transmitter licenses in each jurisdiction).} The lack of a unified regulatory framework might increase the compliance costs and creates uncertainty.\footnote{25}{MKE WHALEN, \textit{BANK PARTNERSHIP OR GO IT ALONE?} 2 (2016), https://www.goodwinlaw.com/-/media/files/viewpoints/alerts/2016/082316-bank-partnership-article.pdf?la=en [https://perma.cc/F6ZC-D227].} For example, obtaining state lender licenses from all jurisdictions might take up to one year and can easily cost half a million dollars.\footnote{26}{For an overview of the developments in the New York cybersecurity laws, see Jeff Kosseff, \textit{New York’s Financial Cybersecurity Regulation: Tough, Fair, and a National Model}, 1 GEO. L. TECH. REV. 436 (2017).} Some markets are located in jurisdictions, such as New York, with extensive cybersecurity laws affecting many firms that do business in that jurisdiction.\footnote{27}{Brian R. Knight, \textit{Federalism and Federalization on the Fintech Frontier}, 20 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH. L. 129, 144 (2017).}
with these laws might increase the costs of services provided by the FinTech firms nationwide.28

Recognizing the inherent limitations of state lender and money transmitter licenses for FinTech industry, some regulators have attempted to address some of these issues. In December 2016, the OCC proposed a special purpose national bank charter for non-depository FinTech companies (OCC FinTech Charter).29 The OCC Fintech Charter would allow the special purpose banks to engage in all activities that are permissible for national banks and these banks would have the preemption rights that enable national banks to avoid state laws that might limit their exercise of bank powers.30 However, if they accept deposits, parent companies of the FinTech banks could still be subject to the BHCA and its limitations on activities.31

Facing a preemption threat, state financial authorities challenged the OCC’s authority to grant such special purpose charters.32 The uncertain future of the charter, fueled by these developments, and the possibility of parent companies being regulated as bank holding companies (BHC) under the OCC FinTech Charter, persuaded FinTech companies seeking a bank charter to look elsewhere.

B. THE INDUSTRIAL BANK EXEMPTION

The BHCA governs the activities of parent companies of banks and the activities of nonbank subsidiaries of these parent companies.33 All institutions that are FDIC-insured or that accept demand deposits and

30. Id. at 4–6.
31. Id. at 6–7.
make commercial loans are “banks” under the BHCA. Any company exerting control over these “banks” are BHCs and can only be involved in the business of banking and other closely-related activities. Subsidiaries of BHCs including the banks are also subject to the same restriction. The Competitive Equality Banking Act of 1987 (CEBA) exempted some depository institutions from this definition of “bank,” effectively making the parent companies of these institutions exempt from a federal limitation on their activities. One of the exempted institutions was the industrial bank, a relatively obscure state bank model licensed and supervised by state regulators in California, Colorado, Nevada, Hawaii, Indiana, Minnesota, and Utah. Industrial banks are exempt under the BHCA if they do not accept demand deposits, have total assets of less than $100 million or were acquired before August 10, 1987. To avoid the limitation on assets, institutions applying for an industrial bank charter can offer negotiable order of withdrawal (NOW) deposits, which are similar to demand deposits, except that customers write drafts against the deposit in order to transfer funds to third-parties. Other than this limitation, ILCs would virtually have the same powers as the other state banks. Thus, under the current banking framework, an industrial bank charter is one of the few ways for a commercial firm to control an institution with lending and deposit-taking powers, making it

34. Id. § 1841(c)(1).
35. Id. § 1843(a)(2).
36. Id.
40. The main difference between NOW accounts and demand deposits is that NOW accounts give the ILC the right, but not obligation, to require a written notice from the depositor at least seven days before withdrawal. U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, GAO-05-621, INDUSTRIAL LOAN CORPORATIONS: RECENT ASSET GROWTH AND COMMERCIAL INTEREST HIGHLIGHT DIFFERENCES IN REGULATORY AUTHORITY 23 (2005).
an attractive venue for FinTech firms seeking an alternative to national or state banking regimes.

Subsequent to the 1987 exemption for industrial banks and until 2006, total aggregate assets of industrial banks increased from $4.2 billion to more than $177 billion. The exceptional growth of industrial banks between 1987 and 2006 and the increase in applications to incorporate ILCs under Utah law drew attention to this state bank model. In particular, an ILC application from Walmart raised opposition from many individuals and industry representatives—with criticisms centered on the conflict of interest issues. For example, opponents argued that an ILC operated by Walmart would either decline to extend credit to competitors of its stores or favorably underwrite loans to its stores’ customers. The FDIC received approximately 13,800 letters protesting Walmart’s attempt to operate an industrial bank. As a response to the widespread opposition, the FDIC declared a six-month moratorium on all applications that involve a newly established industrial bank or an industrial bank going through a change in control in July 2006. The FDIC extended the moratorium for non-financial parent companies until January 31, 2008. In response to the adverse public reaction, Walmart withdrew its application with the FDIC in March 2007. During the 2008 Financial

49. Id.
Crisis, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley converted their industrial banks into state banks when the respective parent companies were christened as BHCs by the Federal Reserve. Finally, in 2010, the Dodd-Frank Act brought a three-year moratorium on industrial bank charters. These developments, as well as the FDIC’s reluctance to accept new applications from industrial banks, put the debates on hold.

Expiration of the moratorium and the FDIC’s decision to shorten the enhanced supervisory monitoring period for new depository institutions to a three-year period has reignited interest in this model. Recent applications of two financial services firms, Square and SoFi, for Utah industrial bank charters and federal insurance rekindled the debate. Some opponents called upon the FDIC to impose another moratorium on the industrial bank applications. Others—driven by the concern that if the initial applications are accepted, then it would open the floodgates for other FinTech companies—urged Congress to abolish the exemption for industrial banks under the BHCA.
As of this Note’s publication, there are only sixteen industrial banks, and only Utah actively charters these institutions. Most industrial banks are relatively small banks concentrating on specific customer segments or financial products. A small minority, including BMW Bank of North America, Inc., is owned by industrial or financial services firms to extend commercial and consumer credit to customers of their parent companies.

Industrial bank charters are likely to be preferable for FinTech firms that want to engage in the business of banking and need to retain their other commercial activities. The BHCA limits the activities of BHCs and their subsidiaries to banking, managing and controlling banks and other subsidiaries, and performing services for its subsidiaries. Besides, some activities that were determined by the Board before 1999 to be “so closely related to banking as to be a proper incident thereto” are permissible for BHCs. This list of permissible activities can be found in Regulation Y. Many operations of FinTech firms might fall into one of the permissible activities even though these activities might not be directly related to the financial services they provide. One prominent example is data processing, where a marketplace lender might collect data to predict the default risk of their customers. Providing data processing, data storage, and data transmission services is permissible for BHCs and their subsidiaries. Many marketplace lenders are able to offer consumer loans using software tools that utilize non-traditional data for underwriting. If the company decides to process data collected from a customer’s social

61. Johnson & Kaufman, supra note 17, at 12 tbl.1.4.
63. Id. § 1843(c)(8).
64. 12 C.F.R. § 225.28 (2017).
65. Id. § 225.28(b)(14).
66. 115th Cong. Hearing, supra note 3, at 66 (prepared statement of Frank Pasquale, Professor of Law, University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law).
media accounts or their lifestyle choices, then there might be an issue. Regulation explicitly allows collection of data that is “financial, banking, or economic” in nature and forbids processing or storing nonfinancial data if the total annual revenue derived from those activities exceeds forty-nine percent of the revenues derived from data processing. Or perhaps the firm develops a completely novel way of providing banking services using blockchain technology, and the categories may not encompass this new technology. In these cases a BHC may be required to file a notice containing the description of the activities for the Federal Reserve’s approval and prove that the activity is “so closely related to banking or managing or controlling banks as to be a proper incident thereto,” and that it “can reasonably be expected to produce benefits to the public (such as greater convenience, increased competition, or gains in efficiency) that outweigh possible adverse effects such as undue concentration of resources, decreased or unfair competition, conflicts of interest or unsound banking practices.”

The Board will send the notice for publication in the Federal Register and invite public comment on the proposal before making a determination. The Board may request additional information anytime, and the approval process may take up to 120 days. These requirements might be dissuading for start-ups that find them costly and time-consuming for an industry that is continuously innovating and changing. Furthermore, when requesting approval from the Federal Reserve, few firms would be eager to make their algorithms or trade secrets publicly available to the entire industry (and their competitors).

The FinTech firm might be already engaged in activities that are not permissible under the BHCA. For example, Square owns several subsidiaries that are engaged in operations such as online scheduling.

---

67. *Id.*
69. *Id.* § 225.21(a)(2).
70. *Id.* § 225.26(a).
71. *Id.* § 225.24(c).
72. *Id.* § 225.24(d)(3)–(4).
services for merchants,\textsuperscript{73} food delivery,\textsuperscript{74} and data analytics for customer engagement prediction.\textsuperscript{75} None of these services are listed under the permissible activities list of the Regulation Y, and it is not unreasonable to assume that the Federal Reserve would not find the food delivery service to be incidental to the business of banking. A scheduling or data analytics service might be permitted under the services exemption of Regulation Y.\textsuperscript{76} This exemption allows the BHCs to perform services such as data processing, courier services, advertising for the internal operations of the BHC or its subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{77} At the same time, the services exemption is limited to services provided to the BHC and its subsidiaries and does not authorize these services to be provided to the third-parties.\textsuperscript{78} If Square decides to enter the business of banking through non-ILC licenses, it most likely would have to cease the non-banking activities of some of its subsidiaries or would be required to limit these activities to its internal operations.

\section*{II. SUPERVISION AND REGULATION OF TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN THE INDUSTRIAL BANK AND THE PARENT COMPANY}

\textbf{A. THE SEPARATION OF BANKING AND COMMERCE}

The separation of banking and commerce is a distinctive trait of Anglo-Saxon banking regimes.\textsuperscript{79} Contrary to the oft-repeated statements,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{73} Leena Rao, \textit{Square Acquires BookFresh to Add Booking Services for Merchants}, TECHCRUNCH (Feb. 26, 2014), https://techcrunch.com/2014/02/26/square-acquires-bookfresh-to-add-booking-services-for-merchants/ [https://perma.cc/9USF-8BRQ].
  \item \textsuperscript{76} 12 C.F.R. § 225.22(b)(2).
  \item \textsuperscript{77} Id. § 225.22(b).
  \item \textsuperscript{79} For the history of the concept, see Bernard Shull, \textit{The Separation of Banking and Commerce in the United States: An Examination of Principal Issues}, 8 FIN. MKTS., INSTITUTIONS & INSTRUMENTS, May 1999, at 1.
\end{itemize}
the law does not explicitly prohibit affiliations between banks and commercial business.\textsuperscript{80} Haubrich and Santos have found many examples of close ties between commercial enterprises and the banking industry in the United States.\textsuperscript{81} Furthermore, by enacting the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA)\textsuperscript{82} in 1999, Congress effectively allowed BHCs to own financial firms. This made some new activities that are not related to the business of banking exempt beyond the industrial bank exemption. When approved as a financial holding company,\textsuperscript{83} an institution has five years to comply with the BHCA limitations of activities.\textsuperscript{84} After being classified as financial holding companies in 2008, for a while Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs were able to own businesses categorically unrelated to banking, such as coal mining\textsuperscript{85} and oil merchanting,\textsuperscript{86} under the merchant banking exemption for the financial holding companies.\textsuperscript{87}

Since then, banking and financial activities merged into each other, and the remaining separation is now only between finance and commercial activities.\textsuperscript{88} While some regulators view this merger as a

\textsuperscript{83} The financial holding company is a type of bank holding company that can engage in financial activities and activities incidental or complementary to those financial activities. 12 U.S.C. § 1843(k)(1) (2012).
\textsuperscript{87} For the scope of the merchant bank activities, see Omarova, \textit{supra} note 84.
reaffirmation of the separation of the commerce and banking,\textsuperscript{89} others have interpreted the GLBA’s authorization of the Federal Reserve to create a list of permissible activities as part of the gradual blurring of the difference between commercial activities and the business of banking.\textsuperscript{90}

Nevertheless, under the current banking system, exceptions to the separation of banking and commerce might entail some unique risks. The risk of mixing banking and commerce in industrial banks was summarized by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) as “(1) expansion of the federal safety net provided for banks to their commercial entities, (2) increased conflicts of interest within a mixed banking and commercial conglomerate, and (3) increased economic power exercised by large conglomerate enterprises.”\textsuperscript{91}

One reason for the opposition to the potential FinTech banks is the potential conflict of interest issues that may arise from their affiliation with non-financial industries. For example, the Independent Community Bankers of America (ICBA), claimed that “SoFi could encourage SoFi Bank to deny credit to customers of SoFi’s competitors or alternatively, could encourage SoFi Bank to offer loans to SoFi’s customers based on [terms] not offered to its competitor’s customers.”\textsuperscript{92} An industry representative claimed that “[t]he commercial company can easily be incentivized to make the bank favor the commercial company when it regards [its] competitors.”\textsuperscript{93}

These concerns are fundamentally the same conflict of interest arguments against granting Walmart an ILC charter.\textsuperscript{94} While some of these issues, especially denial of credit to competitors or their customers,

\begin{itemize}
\item[91.] U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 40, at 71.
\item[93.] See generally Why the ICBA Doesn’t Want Square to be a Bank, supra note 59.
\item[94.] See supra Part I.
\end{itemize}
may have some merit in the context of a commercial behemoth such as Walmart, neither the size nor the structure of FinTech firms are capable of creating any disturbance in the competitiveness of the market. Furthermore, FinTech firms are mostly engaged in services similar or complementary to the banking and finance industries. A potential FinTech bank denying service to the customers of other FinTech firms would be very similar to a situation in which a bank denies servicing customers of another bank. This is not a matter specific to the mixing of banking and commerce and might better be addressed by antitrust laws. With respect to the advantages given to the parent company or the customers of the parent company, Sections 23A and 23B of the FRA prohibit the industrial banks from entering into certain transactions unless they conduct these transactions at arm’s-length.  

On the other hand, some industry observers see benefits to mixing banking and commerce. These benefits are “economies of scale, . . . economies of scope, and enhanced product and geographic diversification.” In particular, innovations in financial technologies have a strong tendency to create economies of scope through a combination of financial services with e-commerce, data analytics, and the sharing economy. Furthermore, lowering the costs for FinTech will have positive effects on access to credit. FinTech firms, in their unique situation, provide loans to consumers and small businesses who would typically have difficulty accessing credit. Also, the possibility of a one-stop shop for the customers would reduce transaction costs. For example, Square provides point-of-sale hardware to small enterprises.

96. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, supra note 40, at 73.  
The possibility of accessing Square’s banking applications through the same platform would be convenient for the customers.

Still, significant concern remains regarding the access of commercial owners of industrial banks to the federal safety net. Industrial banks are covered by the federal safety net because they are insured by the FDIC and have access to the Federal Reserve’s payments systems and discount window. The Garn-St. Germain Depository Institutions Act of 1982 made all industrial banks eligible for FDIC insurance. 100 Utah, as the only jurisdiction that charters ILCs, requires industrial banks to be FDIC-insured. 101 Any non-member bank can access the Board’s payments facilities by virtue of holding balances at the Federal Reserve Banks. 102 The federal safety net—consisting of the deposit insurance, Fedwire, and discount window facilities—is claimed to be a subsidy given to the banking system because of banks’ privileged function to provide liquidity in order to “protect depositors, stem bank runs, and lower the level of risk to the financial system from the insolvency of individual institutions.” 103 Extension of the safety net would “make insured banks susceptible to the reputational, operational, and financial risks of their commercial affiliates.” 104 If the federal safety net is subsidized, then parts of the federal safety net must be underpriced for the industrial banks. 105 Beyond that, if there are subsidies, there might be loopholes where the parent company finds an incentive to threaten the bank’s solvency. 106

101. Utah Code Ann. § 7-8-3(4)(b) (West 2017) (“An industrial bank may not conduct business under this chapter as an industrial bank unless the industrial bank obtains insurance from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or a successor federal deposit insurance entity for any deposits received or held by the industrial bank.”).
106. See infra Part II.B.
B. ELEMENTS OF THE FEDERAL SAFETY NET

1. Federal Insurance

There are two types of protections under the federal safety net: explicit and implicit. Implicit protection of the deposit insurance gives guarantees to households in case of bank failure. Implicit protections subsidize the risks by decreasing the risk premiums charged on the transactions of the protected institutions by the markets. This view presupposes that the market is inherently an equilibrium sustaining system whereas rational decision making agents price risk accordingly so long as there is perfect information and no external perturbation. The existence of the deposit insurance affects the information channel by making it harder for the creditors of the bank to price risk. The credit terms of a high-risk bank would be similar to a lower-risk bank while the high-risk bank enjoys the benefits of the low-priced insurance premium.

In fact, from its inception until 1991, the FDIC was required to charge a fixed premium rate for all depository institutions, resulting in subsidization of the high-risk banks. Section 302 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 changed this by requiring the FDIC to implement a risk-based assessment system that requires the depository institutions to pay insurance premiums according to the perceived risk these institutions constitute to the Depository Insurance Fund. Since then, various researchers have found no evidence that deposit insurance is significantly underpriced.
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If the deposit insurance is priced fairly, it will not give any benefits to the insured bank. Some commentators claim that it is impossible to fairly price the deposit insurance because the FDIC cannot always refuse coverage to riskier depository institutions and new banks carry risks that cannot be fully assessed. In any event, some claim that in a perfect market, any benefits accrued from the mispriced deposit insurance would trickle down to the customers because of competition.

Until now, financial start-ups have been avoiding establishing FDIC-insured banks. Between 2011 and 2016, there were only ten de novo bank applications. That might be because the stringent requirements of the FDIC dissuaded start-ups from applying for bank charters, or it might be that these start-ups could easily operate under state money transmitter or lender licenses without any federal insurance requirements.

Offering FDIC insurance to industrial banks may endorse risk-taking behavior with customer deposits and destabilize the financial system. However, the current regime for the money transmitters has its own risks. The example of PayPal Holdings, Inc. (PayPal) is illustrative. PayPal, one of the earliest FinTech firms originated from Silicon Valley, is not a state or national bank and operates under state money transmitter licenses. While it does not take “deposits,” customers can hold balances in their PayPal accounts. These balances do not have federal insurance, and they merely “represent an unsecured claim against PayPal.”

---
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balances of the customers reached $15 billion in 2016.\textsuperscript{123} In order to comply with the Californian Money Transmitter Laws, PayPal abandoned its previous practice of keeping the customer accounts in FDIC insured pass-through deposit accounts and had been investing these funds in liquid investments for its own benefit.\textsuperscript{124}

Given PayPal’s preeminence in the money transmission domain, in case of insolvency, it is not difficult to imagine the contagion that might affect the whole financial system. In fact, the only way to protect customers from a potential failure of PayPal would be federal deposit insurance, which is accessible only to the depository institutions. Even though FDIC insurance might reinforce the risk-taking behavior of the depository institutions, the FDIC’s authority to reject the application of an institution that poses a significant risk to the deposit insurance stays as a safeguard against moral hazard.\textsuperscript{125} In the circumstances similar to PayPal, it should be assessed whether the benefits of insuring such companies outweigh the possible adverse effects to the safety net.

2. Fedwire Services and Fed Funds

Industrial banks can access the Federal Reserve’s payment services such as check clearing, electronic fund transfers, automated clearinghouse payments, and currency services.\textsuperscript{126} As recipients of NOW deposits,\textsuperscript{127} industrial banks are required to hold a certain amount of funds in Federal Fund Reserves.\textsuperscript{128} Balances may “be checked against and withdrawn by
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Due to trust in the reserves and the payments system, banks use Fedwire services to make unsecured overnight loans to other depository institutions that need funding. The Board’s guarantee for the Fedwire transactions lowers transaction costs for the participants in the Federal Funds market and might behave as a subsidy to the payments system users.

Additionally, there is the issue regarding the interest paid on reserves. The FRA was amended to allow the Federal Reserve to pay interest on balances held at Federal Reserves at a rate not “exceed[ing] the general level of short-term interest rates.” This is implemented as a part of the floor-based monetary policy operations because of the inability to lower the near-zero Federal Funds target rate. Using this authority, the Federal Reserve has paid interest on excess and required banks to hold reserve balances since 2008. As a part of the monetary policy, interest on excess reserves is paid to discourage depository institutions from lending overnight at rates lower than the excess reserve rate.

However, participating in the Federal Funds market or earning interest on reserves is not always significantly profitable. In fact, some believe the reason behind the lack of de novo bank applications after the

2008 Financial Crisis is the near-zero Federal Funds rate.\footnote{136} According to this view, profit margins of new banks without established lending portfolios are too reliant on the rate.\footnote{137} Indeed, it is found that new entrants to the banking system tend to hold more money in Federal Fund Reserves as compared to established banks.\footnote{138} Due to their lack of established portfolio to lend against, these banks are stuck with the low-interest rates.\footnote{139} Therefore, some investors might be dissuaded from participating in banking activities and instead invest in more profitable ventures. Accordingly, access to the payments system or the Federal Funds market may have a subsidy effect, but the effect might not be the same for the FinTech firms that aspire to enter the banking sector and the established players.

3. Discount Window Lending and Intraday Credit

The discount window facility is part of the Federal Reserve’s “lender of last resort” function.\footnote{140} Through the discount window, depository institutions in need of liquidity can access Federal Reserve loans secured by adequate\footnote{141} collateral.\footnote{142} The Federal Reserve effectively conducts asset swaps that alter the mix of assets available for use by private market
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participants. The discount window facility usually lends at fifty basis points higher than the Federal Funds rate, making it more expensive for the depository institutions to obtain.

A daylight overdraft (or Federal Reserve’s intraday credit) has similar mechanics, but no collateral is needed. Any time during the Fedwire operating day, if an institution’s Federal Reserve account has a negative balance, the depository institution incurs daylight overdraft. The Federal Reserve charges institutions with 50 to 150 basis point penalty fees if the overdraft is not collateralized. If collateralized, there is no penalty fee.

The discount window resembles a subsidy because it is in place to address liquidity requirements in times of distress for financial institutions when they are unable to borrow from the market without an increased risk premium. Therefore, for reputational reasons, depository institutions choose to access the lending facilities as a last resort. Further, healthy financial institutions can borrow cheaply in the Federal Funds market if they are not in a dire situation. A discount window is underpriced in times of financial uncertainty because institutions that borrow from the facilities would have very limited access to loans from market participants. This might cause “moral hazard” in protected institutions as they may not take precautions to limit risks, such as
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adequate capital or contractual safeguards, knowing that they will have access to liquidity through the discount window.\textsuperscript{150}

Beyond the protections provided by the FRA against transferring these benefits to the parent company,\textsuperscript{151} the BHCA sanctions the extension of intraday credit to the commercial affiliates of industrial banks. Any industrial bank that incurs overdraft on behalf of an affiliate will lose its exempt status, and the parent company will automatically become a BHC.\textsuperscript{152} As a result, the parent company would likely be required to cease its commercial operations.\textsuperscript{153}

\section*{C. Firewall Preventing the Extension of the Safety Net}

Sections 23A and 23B of the FRA\textsuperscript{154} function as a firewall to prevent the depository institutions from extending subsidies provided by the federal safety net to their affiliates. These provisions cover the transactions between a bank and its parent company or subsidiary (both defined as “affiliates”).\textsuperscript{155} Under Section 23A of the FRA, the aggregate amount of transactions a depository institution can engage in with the parent company or a subsidiary is limited to ten percent of the capital stock and surplus of the bank.\textsuperscript{156} The total transactions with all affiliates and the bank cannot be higher than twenty percent of the capital stock and surplus.\textsuperscript{157} In addition to these restrictions, there are certain qualitative limits on the transactions. Certain transactions involving the extension of credit to the affiliates need to be collateralized.\textsuperscript{158} Even though this collateralization requirement does not apply to the purchase of assets, an additional restriction on the purchase of low-quality assets from the
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affiliates contains the potential harm from the sale of bad loans or investments to the banks.\textsuperscript{159}

Section 23B of the FRA requires most transactions between the bank and the affiliate to be at arm’s-length.\textsuperscript{160} A depository institution may engage in those transactions with the parent companies or subsidiaries only on the terms and conditions that are substantially the same as comparable transactions with nonaffiliated institutions.\textsuperscript{161} If no such transaction exists, the transaction must be on the same terms offered to nonaffiliated firms.\textsuperscript{162}

Sections 23A and 23B limit some transactions with third-parties. Section 23B also covers transactions with third-parties in which an affiliate has a vested financial interest.\textsuperscript{163} Sections 23A and 23B treat transactions with unaffiliated third-parties as transactions engaged with affiliates “to the extent that the proceeds of the transaction are used for the benefit of, or transferred to, an affiliate.”\textsuperscript{164} Furthermore, Regulation W tightens the limitations on transactions with third-parties. For example, the depository institution cannot purchase a low-quality asset from an affiliate if the bank did not commit to purchasing the asset “before . . . the asset was acquired by the affiliate,”\textsuperscript{165} or it cannot issue credit cards to customers to purchase products and services from affiliates if the value of products and services purchased with the card is more than twenty-five percent of total purchases.\textsuperscript{166}

There are some scenarios concerning possible leakage of the federal safety net to the commercial parents. For example, the subsidy effect can spread to the commercial subsidiary if the industrial bank uses the intraday credit or the discount window services to bail out its insolvent or illiquid parent company.\textsuperscript{167} This would threaten the safety and soundness of the bank while the parent company keeps its losses limited to its
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investment in the bank. Second, in order to deceive the public about its financial situation and gains from the commercial operations, the parent company could shift losses to the subsidiary bank using any combination of transactions such as sales or lending. The bank and the parent company could avoid the market discipline because the mispriced insurance might misguide the creditors when they assess the riskiness of the depository institution or the parent company. This way, the parent company could gain an unfair advantage over its commercial competitors.

However, in these cases, the firewall provisions might provide adequate protection for the bank with quantitative and qualitative limitations on the extension of credit. Extending the credit to an affiliate, issuing letters of credit for the benefit of the affiliate, purchasing assets or securities, lending or borrowing securities to an affiliate, accepting securities issued by an affiliate to extend loans, and engaging in derivatives trade with the affiliate are all covered by the quantitative provisions. First of all, the aggregate amount of these transactions between the bank and its affiliates cannot exceed twenty percent of the bank’s capital, thereby limiting the damage the bank—and the federal safety net—might endure if any other limitations on transactions fail. These covered transactions, together with activities involving the bank’s sale of securities to an affiliate, fees the affiliate receives for its activities as the agent or broker of the bank, and transactions between the bank and third-party in which the affiliate has financial interest have to be conducted on terms that are substantially the same as comparable transactions with nonaffiliates. A parent company seeking to enter into dealings that are detrimental to the bank would have significant difficulties because almost all possible transactions with the bank would have to be conducted on market terms. Additionally, in conjunction with the arm’s-length provision, the requirement for credit transactions with the affiliates to be secured by sound collateral would discourage a parent company from increasing the credit exposure of the bank.
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D. CONSOLIDATED SUPERVISION

The magnitude of the risk may also depend on the regulatory safeguards present. Industrial banks, as FDIC-insured state non-member institutions, have the FDIC as their primary federal supervisor instead of the Board.\textsuperscript{175} The Federal Reserve cited a lack of consolidated supervision of the parent companies of industrial banks as a source of risk in the extension of the safety net.\textsuperscript{176} The Board’s consolidated supervision for the BHCs includes an examination of:

\begin{quote}
[T]he nature of the operations and financial condition of the bank holding company . . . the financial, operational, and other risks within the bank holding company system that may pose a threat to . . . the safety and soundness of the bank holding company or [its subsidiaries] . . . or the stability of the financial system.\textsuperscript{177}
\end{quote}

The scope of this examination is claimed to be more extensive than the approaches taken by the FDIC and state regulators, which concentrate only on the depository institution.\textsuperscript{178} The FDIC’s view is that the authority it possesses over the industrial banks is sufficient to protect the industrial bank from the parent company.\textsuperscript{179} Even though the FDIC does not have the explicit authority to supervise a parent company or force an injection of capital into a subsidiary if needed, the FDIC is authorized to examine the affairs of any affiliate of an industrial bank and the relationship between the bank and its affiliates.\textsuperscript{180} The FDIC has the direct authority to initiate enforcement action against any affiliate of a bank that is determined to be an “institution-affiliated party.”\textsuperscript{181} Institution-affiliated parties include controlling stockholders, agents, and joint venture partners of a bank.\textsuperscript{182} The FDIC examines the incorporation structure and the detailed
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transactions between the parent company and the ILC.\textsuperscript{183} Moreover, the examiners compare the terms of the affiliate transactions with the terms of third-party transactions.\textsuperscript{184} In 2005, with some reservations, GAO found FDIC’s supervision adequate for mitigating risk in good times.\textsuperscript{185}

Furthermore, consolidated supervision might not guarantee bank stability. Despite the warnings of financial instability created by industrial banks, the lack of consolidated supervision did not cause a significant problem regarding the safety and soundness of industrial banks.\textsuperscript{186} During the 2008 Financial Crisis, only two industrial banks failed.\textsuperscript{187} The impact of the crisis weighed heavily on parent companies or affiliates of the industrial banks, such as Lehman Brothers and General Motors who filed for bankruptcy, yet the industrial banks themselves did not fail.\textsuperscript{188}

Commercial firms are generally involved in unique and more complex transactions than supervisors are used to. In some circumstances, consolidated supervision might be burdensome and difficult for the supervisor to implement.\textsuperscript{189} Federal Reserve officials acknowledged that consolidated supervision was insufficient to prevent the failures of some BHCs during the Financial Crisis.\textsuperscript{190}
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III. ALTERNATIVE MODELS BEYOND INDUSTRIAL BANKS

A. NONMEMBER BANK SUBSIDIARIES

The FinTech firms seeking industrial bank charters might not want to cease their non-bank activities that are potentially impermissible under the BHCA. For these firms, conversion of a FinTech firm to a state bank instead of directly controlling a bank might be another alternative solution to integrate their non-banking FinTech operations with the banking activities. Banks that are not controlled by another entity, as well as financial and operational subsidiaries of the banks are exempt from the BHCA provisions. If these exempt nonmember banks are national banks, the OCC would be their primary supervisor. If they are state-chartered banks, the primary federal supervisor would be the FDIC.

The FDIC supervision does not mean that the state nonmember banks have unlimited powers. Section 24 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act prevents state banks from engaging as principals in any activity that is not permissible for a national bank unless the FDIC “has determined that the activity would pose no significant risk to the Deposit Insurance Fund; and . . . the State bank is, and continues to be, in compliance with applicable capital standards prescribed by the appropriate Federal banking agency.” Parallel to this provision, subsidiaries of the state banks are restricted from engaging as principals in any activity that is neither permitted for a subsidiary of a national bank nor determined by the FDIC as posing no significant risk to the insurance fund.

This framework entails some interesting possibilities for the nonbank activities. To determine whether an activity is permissible for national banks, the FDIC will defer to the OCC’s interpretation of the national
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banking powers.197 The OCC determined that “finder activities”—i.e., nearly all operations that involve bringing parties together to exchange goods or services—are part of the business of banking.198 These activities include, but are not limited to, hosting commercial websites for small retailers,199 providing links to websites for internet vendors,200 marketing devices that enable customers to communicate with financial service providers.201 The OCC’s interpretation of permissible activities is potentially broader than the Board’s permissible activities list for BHCs.202 Given the structure of the Board’s regulatory framework, it is not clear that that the Board would find some of these “finder activities” permissible under the Regulation Y scheme.203

Probably the most interesting consequence of these provisions is regarding the subsidiary activities authorized by the state laws that are not permissible for the national banks. The FDIC could still permit these activities as long as the activity is not determined to pose a significant risk to the insurance fund.204 A quick glance at the list of investments approved by the FDIC shows that bank subsidiaries were allowed to engage as principals in a wide variety of activities not permissible for national
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banks, including manufacturing cable installation tools, renting cars, building mausoleums, and selling crypts and niches. Even though this permission has not been requested for technology investments in the recent times, the FDIC has been historically supportive of the state bank endeavors in innovative fields. For example, in the past, the FDIC allowed some subsidiaries of state banks to offer services in due diligence document retrieval, personality traits analysis, and data processing. Some of these operations are similar to the activities permissible under the services exemption of the Federal Reserve. The core difference of the FDIC exemptions from the services exemption is that there is no limitation on offering these services to third-parties.

This approach might be taken by FinTech firms to retain their non-bank services offered to third-parties, yet it may create some safety net issues that are not present in an industrial bank. Transactions between a bank and its nonbank subsidiary are exempt from the firewall provisions of the FRA. Congress reasonably required the FDIC permit for nonbank activities to prevent exposure of the federal insurance to the risks these

---
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activities might entail, but the lack of a firewall might still exacerbate the moral hazard problems stemming from the leakage of the safety net to non-bank entities. A non-bank activity might not create undue risk per se, however, it might involve operations that transfer the risk of the commercial entity to the depository institution. The FDIC addressed this issue in some of its approvals of nonbank activities by making Sections 23A and 23B of the FRA applicable for the transactions between these subsidiaries and the state banks.\footnote{215}{See, e.g., FirstBank of P.R. (Fed. Deposit Ins. Corp. June 4, 1996), https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/bankdecisions/investactivity/firstbankofpr.html [https://perma.cc/9UMF-D5NW]; CityBank Lynnwood (Fed. Deposit Ins. Corp. Dec. 10, 2001), https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/laws/bankdecisions/investactivity/citybank.html [https://perma.cc/5GAT-6AGP].} Provided that the FDIC retains this decision in the future, conducting these activities under subsidiaries will not pose a risk to the federal insurance any more than the industrial banks.

Furthermore, retaining the commercial entity as a subsidiary resolves some of the moral hazard issues industrial banks could be susceptible to. First, the commercial entity cannot shift losses to the bank for the purposes of limiting its liability because it would no longer hold shares of the bank. Second, the firewall provisions might be ineffective against transfers of the safety net benefits as dividend payments made to the parent company because dividend payments are not covered under Sections 23A and 23B of the FRA.\footnote{216}{12 U.S.C. §§ 371c(b)(7), 371c-1(a)(2).} The reversed ownership structure of the bank and the commercial entity would prevent these transfers to the commercial entity that could normally take place in an industrial bank ownership hierarchy.

**B. CREDIT CARD BANKS**

A compelling reason for the FinTech firms to own a bank could simply be that they want to issue credit cards. This way they might streamline the payments of the loans, the credit cards, and offer credit cards to their existing customer base. Prominent credit card networks, such as Visa and Mastercard, require their members to have federal deposit insurance.\footnote{217}{Andrew Kahr, Why Allow Only Banks to Issue Credit Cards?, AM. BANKER (Aug. 22, 2012, 11:26 AM), https://www.americanbanker.com/opinion/why-allow-only-banks-to-issue-credit-cards [https://perma.cc/6XP2-CSAF].} Many non-bank institutions—including FinTech
firms—have already entered into “Rent-a-Bank Identification Number” agreements with insured banks to issue credit cards.218 These arrangements can be costly and increase the price of credit to consumers. Thus, simply decreasing the costs of the credit cards might be a strong reason for some of the firms to have an interest in ILCs.

Credit card banks might be a good alternative to the industrial banks if the FinTech firm is solely interested in credit card banking and not interested in deposit-taking activities. On account of sharing the same exemption from the BHCA definition of banks with ILCs, credit card banks can be owned by commercial entities.219 Similar to the industrial banks, these credit card banks cannot accept demand deposits.220 While the industrial banks can freely accept time deposits and extend loans, credit card banks can only accept savings or time deposits of more than $100,000, can manage only one office to accept these deposits and cannot engage in commercial loans besides credit card loans extended to small businesses.221

Even though commercial firms can own the credit card banks, this exemption from the BHCA did not give rise to a controversy similar to the one surrounding the industrial banks. This is possibly because credit card bank activities are designed to be highly restricted to credit card operations.222 In addition to the restrictions of the firewall provisions of the FRA, the Board restricts some transactions where the credit card issued by the bank is used to purchase goods or services from the commercial entity.223 These additional limitations have made these institutions’ impact on the federal safety net minimal.
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CONCLUSION

The recent interest of FinTech firms in bank charters seems to originate from practical considerations and issues with their business models, rather than an intention to expand the federal subsidies to the commercial business. While these firms, if granted charters, will undoubtedly have access to some benefits of the federal safety net, there will usually be adequate protection to prevent these ILCs from benefitting their parent companies or subsidiaries. Meanwhile, accessing the federal safety net may decrease the costs of loans to the public, increase access to credit, and reduce the systemic risk. It should be assessed whether the benefits of the ILC charter to the public—such as greater convenience, increased competition, or gains in efficiency—outweigh the possible adverse effects.

These FinTech firms might have an interest in the industrial bank charters because they might require retaining their non-bank operations to preserve their competitiveness. Nevertheless, an industrial bank is not the only way for a FinTech firm to participate in the business of banking. Depending on their requirements, and the type of operations they may wish to pursue, these firms may engage in a broad range of non-bank activities through state non-member bank subsidiaries or credit card banks. Similar to industrial banks, these options do not constitute a significant threat to the safety net. Additionally, conducting non-bank operations through subsidiaries could even eliminate some moral hazard problems that might be observed in industrial banks. In order to encourage the innovative financial technologies, states might develop bank charters encompassing a broader list of permissible activities for non-bank subsidiaries.